Julesz [IRE Trans. Inf. Theory IT-8 (1962) 84] introduced the concept of statistically defined textures and their perceptual discrimination. Julesz [Sci. Am. 232 (1975) 34] showed that discrimination was possible with statistics equated to third-order, specifying fourth-order textures. Klein and Tyler [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 3 (1986) 868] offered a variety of paradigms suggesting that fourth order might be the limit on human texture processing. To go beyond this limit, new texture paradigms are now introduced to avoid contamination by luminance extrema, to control local and long-range texture properties, and to provide textures without global statistical structure.
Introduction
A general approach to the classification and analysis of textures is offered by their statistical properties. An early exponent of the parallel processing approach to texture perception, Julesz (1962) developed the analysis of statistical constraints in random-dot fields. Julesz defined his statistics to enumerate the mean frequency of all occurrences of colorings of pairs, triplets and, generally, k-gram sets of points at all spacings throughout a texture ensemble. At that time, he conjectured that textures with the same mean digram (or asymptotic second-order autocorrelation) statistics could not be discriminated from one another. This conjecture withstood various probes until 1974, when the author designed the first counterexample to this conjecture (included in a Scientific American article by Julesz in 1975) . Although Julesz reported that the counterexample showed rather weak discriminability for preattentive observation conditions, he and others were nevertheless stimulated to develop a whole series of stronger ones, which culminated in the texton theory in various manifestations (Adler & Rovee-Collier, 1994; Barth, Zetzsche, & Rentschler, 1998; Beason-Held et al., 2000; Beason-Held, Purpura, Krasuski, et al., 1998; BeasonHeld, Purpura, Van Meter, et al., 1998; Braun, 1993; Caelli, Hubner, & Rentschler, 1986; Caelli, Julesz, & Gilbert, 1978; Cave & Wolfe, 1990; Chubb, Econopouly, & Landy, 1994; Chubb & Yellott, 2000 Diaconis & Freedman, 1981; Gagalowicz, 1981; Gerhardstein, Kraebel, Gillis, & Lassiter, 2002; Julesz, 1962 Julesz, , 1975 Julesz, , 1980 Julesz, , 1981 Julesz, , 1986 Julesz, Gilbert, & Victor, 1978; Klein & Tyler, 1986; Krose, 1987; Levine et al., 2000; Liu & Wang, 2002; Maddess & Nagai, 2001; Malik & Perona, 1990; Nothdurft, 1991 Nothdurft, , 1990a Nothdurft, , 1990b Purpura, Victor, & Katz, 1994; Regan & He, 1995; Rentschler, Hubner, & Caelli, 1988; Rovee-Collier, Hankins, & Bhatt, 1992; Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990; Taylor, 1986; Turner, 1986; van Tonder & Ejima, 2000; Victor, 1985 Victor, , 1986 Victor, , 1994 Victor & Brodie, 1978; Victor & Conte, 1989 , 1991 , 1996 Yellott, 1993; Zhu, Wu, & Mumford, 1997 . Many in this list worked with textures discriminable at fourth order, i.e., when the statistical parameters were equated for all first-, second-and thirdorder rates of occurrence. Klein and Tyler (1986) offered a frequency-based paradigm for extending the analysis to any order in gray-scale rather than binary textures, by discriminating the phase of sinusoidal grating combinations consisting of first-plus-nth harmonics. Discrimination was possible up to fourth order but failed at fifth order (see also Lawden, 1983) , suggesting that the fourth order might be a hard limit on the visual processing of complex textures.
1
A current proponent of the approach to higher-order textures is Jonathan Victor, who has performed numerous studies with textures equated not only for the mean statistics of the second-order (or standard autocorrelation) information, but also for those of the third-order information. Victor's chief weapon is a pair of fourthorder textures that have, respectively, even and odd completion of each adjacent rectangular quartet of points in the texture ( Fig. 1A and B) . These fourth-order textures are generated by applying an odd or even coloration rule recursively for every 2 · 2 quartet of points in the array . Under this rule, the binary coloration l ¼ 1; À1 of points specified in the ðx; yÞ metric by indices j and k, the coloration rule is specified as lðj þ 1; k þ 1Þ ¼ lðj; kÞ Á lðj; k þ 1Þ Á lðj þ 1; kÞ for even coloration and lðj þ 1;k þ 1Þ ¼ lðj;kÞ Á lðj;k þ 1ÞÁ lðj þ 1; kÞ for odd coloration. Thus, the textures are random for every combination of three points (third order) but highly constrained at the fourth order.
It is noteworthy that, although the even coloration rule is complete at all scales, the odd rule applies only in the immediate neighborhood, propagating as an even rule beyond that. Thus, generalizing from the adjacent 2 · 2 quartet to all other rectangular quartets with spacing mð> 1Þ in x direction and nð> 1Þ in the y direction, the coloration of points lðj; kÞ, lðj þ m; kÞ, and lðj; k þ nÞ derives from a random binary rule, but that of point lðj þ m; k þ nÞ is determined by the even rule for the even texture and for the odd texture in 3/4 of the cases (Victor & Conte, 1989) . The even long-range constraint of both the even and odd local rules represents a marked asymmetry between the properties of these two texture classes, and one that may affect comparisons of the visual processing of the two types. In fact, it is perceptually obvious that the local patch structure in Fig. 1B is propagated in a rectangular fashion over the long range, in a similar fashion to the long-range structure of Fig 1A. (Note that the longrange constraints of the rules apply only for points rectangularly located in relation to point ðj; kÞ, that is, at the corners of rectangles of all sizes and shapes but not for other quartets of points. In particular, there is no constraint on the coloration of points arranged in nonrectangular parallelograms, or in any other quadrilateral shape.) ( Table 1) .
The result of the even constraint is illustrated for the case of a binary random generator in Fig 1A, and of the odd constraint in Fig. 1B , to show their ready discriminability from purely random patterns, as illustrated in Fig. 1C . The purely random pattern is more accurately described as a binary IID (independent, identically-distributed) texture, in which every pixel has the same Fig. 1 . Examples of textures discriminable at fourth order, from Julesz et al. (1978) . (A) Even fourth-order texture. (B) Odd fourth-order texture. (C) Purely random texture. (D) Texture of 4th-order orientation structure, which requires eighth-order analysis to be discriminated from random orientation structure (see later section).
1 Recent work showing that a finite texture can be completely reconstructed from its second-order texton histograms (Chubb & Yellott, 2000) does not constrain the analysis of the mean statistics of the textures drawn from infinite ensembles (see Tyler, 2004) . Although an Ideal Observer derived from second-order statistics alone should be able to discriminate any texture from any other texture, this capability would not be applicable to Julesz' task of discriminating whether a texture had been generated by a nonuniform random generation rule. The concept of a random generation rule implies that the statistical constraints are known only in the infinite limit, a formalism for which the Chubb and Yellott derivation is inapplicable. Thus, we may pursue the question of what orders of (statistically infinite) texture specification are discriminable by human observers independent of the theoretical limitations on finite texture specification. probability (here 0.5) of being colored black or white. Note that the discriminability is illustrated for individual patterns here, whereas the generation rule is defined for the ensemble of all possible patterns that could be derived from applying the specified constraints within a random generation principle. The relationship between the discriminability of individual patterns and the ensemble as a whole is considered in detail in Tyler (2004) . Victor (1985 Victor ( , 1994 and Conte (1991, 1996) have developed the paradigm of random plaids (fourth-order textures) in various ways, emphasizing their pronounced discriminability from random despite having random ensemble statistics up to third order. A consequence of the fourth-order property is that the ensemble statistics are equated at second order, such that the probabilities of all pairs of colorations at all distances are equal. This second-order property means, for example, that all Fourier components of the fourthorder textures have the same expected values as in random textures, because the autocorrelation function defines the second-order statistics and the Fourier power spectrum is a linear transform of the autocorrelation function. The third-order property means that the three textures of Fig. 1A -C are equated for the probability of all triplets of points at all distances (third-order statistics), as well as for all pairs of points (second-order statistics).
If we consider how the higher-order textures such as the fourth-order Victor plaids may be processed by the visual system, five possibilities arise (Fig. 2) . The goal of the present paper is to develop new kinds of texture that help to discriminate among these five possible types of neural processing. It is noteworthy that none of these processing possibilities include the Fourier transform, the autocorrelation function or the linear filter approach of Zhu et al. (1997 Zhu et al. ( , 1998 , because all such approaches are based on second-order statistics, and the secondorder statistics are equated by the fourth-order paradigm. The five possibilities for processing fourth-order textures are:
1. Nonlinear local retinal mechanisms. As developed quantitatively below, fourth-order plaids contain large uniform areas with higher probability than do random textures. Although the net energy at large scales is equated, a nonlinear local summing mechanism that emphasizes the maxima and minima of the energy distribution would be able to discriminate the fourth-order plaids from random. Such units are found in the retina, so the Victor plaids do not probe cortical processing if retinal mechanisms suffice to account for discrimination performance. 2. Local fourth-order analysis. The fourth-order paradigm is generated on adjacent quartets of pixels. A cortical fourth-order mechanism comparing the occurrence of such pixel combinations (other than all identical) could therefore support discrimination without processing any long-range structure. 3. Long-range fourth-order analysis. The fourth-order paradigm propagates to generate long-range structure in addition to local fourth-order structure. Since this long-range structure is perceptually obvious as colinearity of the block coloration, it could play a role in discrimination. 4. Patch-wise fourth-order analysis. The fourth-order structure is present in every local region of the texture. It is not necessary to compute statistics over the whole texture in order to discriminate its presence. One may ask if the local structure can be discriminated from random even if it is globally balanced throughout the image, so as to be absent the overall statistics of the texture. 5. Beyond fourth-order analysis. If the fourth-order structure is discriminated by a high-level analysis For the even constraint, the first row and column of the table are random, but every other cell is constrained in a rectangular fashion by the floating 2 · 2 cell to be even with respect to the product of the first row and column. For the odd constraint, the floating 2 · 2 cell determines recursively whether to flip the fourth pixel at each location to maintain all the local relations as odd. It is noteworthy that the odd constraint generates a high proportion of even structure for all ranges beyond the 2 · 2 cell (see text). of the texture statistics, one may ask if fourthorder discrimination is the highest level possible or whether discrimination can be extended beyond fourth order.
It is important to note that the texture discrimination discussed in this paper is not constrained to the preattentive realm of texture discrimination. Julesz (1962) and many subsequent investigators have been concerned with preattentive texture discrimination, eliminating extended scrutiny of the patterns by presenting them with brief exposure durations. Since there is no definite criterion for how brief the exposure needs to be to eliminate attentive scrutiny, the approach taken here is to analyze texture discrimination at any duration, allowing such scrutiny as is available to the visual system (cf. Victor & Conte, 1991) . The idea that very high orders of texture specification can be perceived on the basis of connectivity (such as a circular spiral versus a set of concentric circles; cf. Minsky & Papert, 1969) does not fall into the present framework for two reasons. One is that specific differences in local connectivity do not conform to the definition of a uniform texture, because the statistics have a local singularity at the point of connection difference. The Minsky/Papert spiral discrimination thus falls in the class of (complex) form rather than texture discrimination. The second reason is that there is an assumption that spirals of any complexity can be discriminated, given sufficient time. However, the visual process has limited ability to track through the complexity of a figure; it will 'get lost' if the figure is too detailed. There is thus an inherent limit on the resolution of the scrutiny mechanism for detailed forms, regardless of available time. Measurement of such limits is a valid psychophysical enterprise, although it does not seem to have been attempted. In summary, then, the present paper is concerned with the generation of higher-order textures to probe the limits of either preattentive or fully attentive texture processing, depending on how the textures are presented to the observers. The goal is to show how texture analysis may be extended to very high orders of statistical generation, and how discrimination based on simple summation mechanisms can be avoided.
Randomly-rotated fourth-order textures
The properties of fourth-order plaids are clarified by the operation of rotating the noise along each line of the texture to generate randomly-rotated fourth-order textures. Rotation is performed by shifting all the cells by some amount and rotating the ones that fall off one end of the line back to the beginning. If the distance of rotation is random across lines, the rectangular constraint of the Victor texture degenerates to a parallelogram constraint, in which the same number of coloration relationships are present in the texture but they are no longer arranged in colinear rows and columns. Under this rotation manipulation, the texture loses its colinear structure and allows evaluation of whether there are any phase-independent differences between these and purely random textures. For the present purpose, we wish to keep the rotation within some limited range, so that the visual system has a reasonable chance of detecting it. The rotation is therefore implemented as a random walk from the colinear starting alignment, incrementing the position by ±one pixel on each row (or column) relative to the previous row (or column). This procedure jitters the alignment progressively around the original location, breaking up the longer-range colinearity while maintaining the fourthorder constraint for nearby quartets. Fig. 3 (upper row) shows examples of an even fourthorder texture, the same texture rotated by rows by a Fig. 3 . Upper row: an even fourth-order texture, the same texture with random horizontal rotation, the rotated texture with random vertical rotation, and a purely random texture. Lower row: an odd fourth-order texture, the same texture with random horizontal rotation, the rotated texture with random vertical rotation, and another purely random texture. random-walk amount, a subsequent random-walk rotation by columns, and a purely random pattern. Fig.  3 (lower row) shows examples of an odd fourth-order texture with the same manipulations, ending with another purely random pattern. The rotation manipulation illustrates that the discriminability of the Victor textures is specific to the rectangular alignment of the pixel constraints. Although they include all scales and rectangularities of the four points being compared, the rotated fourth-order textures do not constrain points arranged in nonrectangular parallelograms. The random-walk horizontal rotation shifts the constraints to sets of parallelograms that have a different angle for each vertical distance (but the same angle along each horizontal row). The fact that these patterns are clearly distinct from purely random textures reveals that detectability of the fourth-order constraint is not restricted to the cardinal axes of the rectangular array, although discriminability is notably weaker than when the rectangular colinearity is present. This weakening of the percept suggests that the visibility of the fourthorder constraint is strongly dependent on the orthogonality of its structure, both local and long range.
Note that the 1D rotation of the odd fourth-order texture renders it much harder to perceive than the rotated even fourth-order texture. Perhaps the fact that the deviation from randomness is pushed to higher spatial frequencies renders the odd texture harder to discriminate (this factor would be predicted from the structure of the channels representing the Fourier space; Tyler & Chang, 1977) . One can pursue the visibility of the even fourth-order texture under rotation by asking whether its visibility depends on the alignment of the parallelogram constraints at each scale. This alignment may be perturbed by randomly rotating the fourth-order textures first in the horizontal direction and then in the vertical direction, as depicted in the third column of Fig.  3 . Now the fourth-order constraint is on sets of irregular quadrilateral points aligned in neither rows nor columns. There still seems to be some degree of discriminability from random in the even case, but verification would require psychophysical testing, which would be beyond the scope of this theoretical paper.
Since the original fourth-order textures are statistically defined, it is important to determine whether the visibility of such textures is amenable to statistical analysis or is a property of some other kind. By statistical analysis is meant the analysis of the type employed by Victor and colleagues, in which the information is specified in terms of the generation rule that would generate ensembles of textures with a particular property that applies throughout each texture (a global rule). Not only are these textures readily discriminable perceptually, they also generate different evoked potential responses (Victor & Conte, 1991 , 1996 . This latter result is the more surprising because the evoked potential is a massed response over all active cells and is presumably less capable of being influenced by scrutiny of local micropatterns than is perceptual discrimination. (For example, discrimination of the odd from the even Victor texture can be accomplished by observation of just four locations, and even the discrimination from random requires only a few such coincidences to reach a statistical criterion.) Thus, both periodic textures, such as those of Klein and Tyler (1986) , and the aperiodic textures of Victor and collaborators appear to be statistically indiscriminable to linear filter arrays yet show clear differences to perception. Both approaches therefore provide a gateway into the study of higher-order interactions in human image processing.
There is a basic problem with the fourth-order paradigm, however; it can be broken by a nonlinear readout from simple spatial integrators--local luminance units that sum over several local pixels (cf. Victor & Conte, 1989) . These summing units are, indeed, kthorder mechanisms (where k is the number of pixels summed) within the statistical definition, but they violate the spirit of the higher-order constraint because they are specific to only one of the large variety of patterns available at that order. The discriminability of such fourth-order textures therefore does not carry general implications about complex texture processing. The mean activation of all such local luminance integrators remains zero, but their variance (a second-order cue) increases drastically because the even texture can be defined by only the two random processes along the margins of the pattern (2n pixels), whereas a fully random texture is defined by a random process on every pixel (n 2 pixels, )2n pixels for n ) 2). Thus, the fourthorder even texture has more large uniform blobs than a typical random texture of the same size. Conversely, the odd fourth-order texture has fewer uniform regions than random (but more high-spatial-frequency patches). The discriminability of such textures can therefore be based on a nonlinear analysis of the statistics of simple luminance integrators.
The difference in luminance integration statistics is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which focuses on the probability of occurrence of uniform black or white squares of various sizes. There are no uniform squares in the odd Victor texture, and a much higher proportion of them in the even Victor texture than in a random texture. Although these squares are strictly fourth-order (and beyond) properties because they incorporate information about four or more points, textures that include them do not advance our knowledge of texture processing very much because four-point summation is a simple property of retinal ganglion cells and does not even require cortical processing. The average stimulation of such units is the same as in random patterns, but the extreme activations of the uniform colorations have very different rates of occurrence. Such extreme activations could easily be detected by means of the known nonlinearities of early neural processing, such as thresholds and noise. Attempts at modeling this discriminability with cortical texton-like mechanisms such as oriented filters, followed by a threshold nonlinearity (e.g., Malik & Perona, 1990; Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990; Victor & Conte, 1991) are therefore moot until the simpler mechanisms are ruled out. Similarly, the demonstration of lateral cortical activation to fourth-order plaids Beason-Held, Purpura, Krasuski, et al., 1998; Beason-Held, Purpura, Van Meter, et al., 1998; Levine et al., 2000) is suggestive of specialized processing of these kinds of stimuli. However, the case is not made conclusively until the difference in retinal processing is ruled out by a control in which the extreme categories of the histograms responses for retinal summing cells are equated between the two conditions.
Fourth-order orientation plaids
The artifactual difference in local luminance cues between the types of fourth-order texture (Fig. 4) can be defeated by generating fourth-order orientation plaids, where the fourth-order cue controls the orientation of stripes in each local region (Fig. 1D) . In these plaids, the basic unit of statistical manipulation is not a black or white pixel but a 2 · 2 pair forming either a horizontal or vertical black-and-white stripe ( or ). Thus, every region of the texture contains the same mean luminance, with the orientation being the sole parameter varying across the pattern. This operation eliminates the local luminance cue and moves the action to the second-order cue of stripe orientation.
The fourth-order structure of this stripe orientation cue is thus an eighth-order cue (since orientation is determinable from a sample of two adjacent pixels). Discriminating fourth-order orientation plaids from random orientation plaids therefore requires an eighthorder discrimination at their scale of generation, and also eliminate the variation of homogeneous luminance integrators. Of course, the discrimination is fourth order on the outputs of the oriented units that respond to the local orientations, but this is a true texture-discrimination process that can be carried out only at the level of cortical processing. (The answer to the question of which of the textures is random in the top row of Fig. 5 is that it is the second one.)
The concept of kth-order orientation plaids has another key advantage over the random plaids of Julesz et al. (1978) and other statistical manipulations of luminance statistics. The use of orientation plaids resolves the objection offered by Klein and Tyler (1986) , that the very essence of the statistical definition of higher-order textures is violated by any filtering operation on the texture image, even by optical blurring of an image. As soon as the image is blurred, it contains a theoretical infinity of luminance levels, so the statistics of the occurrence of k-grams of particular luminance combinations becomes undefinable. Thus, textures that have well-defined statistical properties in the printed image become statistically intractable as soon as they Fig. 5 . Odd-one-out demonstration of visibility of fourth-order orientation textures, where the different one is a purely random orientation texture. Sampling error % 0.01 on the probability scale in this Monte-Carlo simulation. Note that the probabilities of uniform squares are extremely discrepant for the three texture types, with zero probability in the odd texture (dotted line), despite the fact that their Fourier spectra are equated. These discrepancies provide an easy signal for discrimination among these three texture types on the basis of local luminance cues.
are projected as retinal images and filtered to a continuously graded image by the early neural processing. This objection does not apply to the orientation plaids because the statistical manipulation is applied to the orientation rather than the luminance. Orientation is an abstract property that is not affected by image filtering, so its statistical properties are immune to early filtering.
(To the extent that orientation is distorted by edge effects between adjacent patches, one could eliminate any orientation distortion by generating the orientation plaids in a field of Gabor patches separated by gray strips.)
Generation of sixteenth-order plaids and beyond
One can take the nth-order paradigm to a higher level by concatenating the fourth-order concept to generate sixteenth-order plaids consisting of blocks of random texture and blocks of fourth-order texture (diagrammed in Fig. 6A, left) . As such, the plaids are discriminable from purely random sixteenth-order plaids (see Fig. 6A , right) by a fourth-order mechanism, but require a discrimination that the fourth-order blocks are arranged in a fourth-order rather than a random pattern elevates the discrimination to sixteenth order or beyond. To determine the structure for each block is a fourth-order discrimination, while to determine the arrangement of the blocks requires identifying the structure of at least four blocks, which therefore requires the identification of at least sixteen points in the image, which is a sixteenthorder discrimination. Of course, these have to be the right sixteen points, so this definition is a kind of Ideal Observer concept of the order of the texture. With practice, the structured versus random sixteenth-order texture may be identified with scrutiny of the textures in Fig. 6B over a second or so. (The even/ even texture is on the left, the random/even texture on the right.) This task does not seem to be a preattentive by the definition of Julesz (1975; see Caelli & Julesz, 1978) , that discrimination should occur within 50 ms or so. However, it may still be regarded as part of the domain of human texture discrimination because the difference is apparent to an alert observer. Other sixteenth-order textures that are not discriminable in this way are shown in Fig. 6C , based on the odd rather than the even fourth-order constraint for the texture patches. The weaker perceptibility of the odd constraint makes it essentially invisible at the scale required for the sixteenth-order constraint.
The sixteenth-order plaids of Fig. 6B cannot be discriminated on the basis of the nonlinear luminancesummation cue because the two textures have the cue in equal measure. It would be possible, however, to use a maximum rule for this nonlinear cue on each patch to determine whether it is fourth order or random, then apply the fourth-order analyses to these decisions. In this way, the sixteenth-order pattern could be discriminated by a fourth-order mechanism preceded by a nonlinearity and a decision rule. The orientation plaids of Fig. 5 offer an easy avenue to textures of still higher order that avoid this luminance nonlinearity. The paradigm of Fig. 6A is replicated on the base of the orientation plaid in Fig. 7 . As at fourth order, this modification eliminates the local luminance blobs as a cue and requires true processing at thirty-second order (or at sixteenth order, if one posits a nonlinear detection stage following grating summation mechanisms, but preceding the sixteenth-order analysis). Discrimination of these textures is equivocal, but may be possible under optimal conditions.
Generation of purely local fourth-order textures
To address the problem of the asymmetry between the long-range properties of the even and odd fourth-order textures (with the odd texture containing largely even long-range structure), one can generate textures where the correlation is entirely restricted to adjacent pixels, with all long-range structure eliminated for both texture types. For these textures, the statistical manipulation is fully balanced, having equal and opposite degrees of deviation from random restricted to the local scale. Such textures may be generated by applying the fourth-order generation rules lðj þ 1; k þ 1Þ ¼ AElðj; kÞ Á lðj; k þ 1Þ Á lðj þ 1; kÞ only for odd values of j Á k (i.e., for points indexed to the odd one-pixel checkerboard in the base grid). The constrained 2 · 2 blocks are thus separated by oblique lines of random pixels, preventing the propagation of the fourth-order constraint beyond any 2 · 2 block. This manipulation carries the cost that only half of the pixels in the texture exhibit the fourth-order constraint, however.
Three examples are shown in the odd-one-out configuration in Fig. 8A . While not as vivid as the full-range fourth-order textures in Fig. 1 , they clearly deviate from random in a perceptible fashion. The ready discrimination of these textures indicates that a purely local fourthorder cue is sufficient to support discrimination. A similar conclusion was reached by Victor and Conte on the basis of a paradigm of progressively decorrelating the long-range interactions. Their paradigm is probabilistic, however, and never reaches a point where the fourth-order structure is definably limited to purely adjacent pixels. The reduction in discriminability exhibited in Fig. 8A does not characterize the full strength of the local cue because the price of eliminating the long-range correlations was also to eliminate half of the local correlations as well.
6. Eliminating the local structure to demonstrate longrange processing of higher-order statistics
The discriminability of the local fourth-order textures raises the question of whether the visual system can pick up regularities at longer range, in the absence of local regularities. An approach to such patterns is achieved by the locally-random fourth-order textures shown in Fig.  8B . Now the fourth-order structure is destroyed locally by interleaving random strips in every second oblique of the fourth-order textures (based on the even fourthorder type in Fig. 1A ). Adjacent pairings in either direction are now completely random, and the fourthorder structure is visible only by comparisons across at least two pixels.
The local disruption scheme is illustrated in Table 2 . The ''R'' represents a random coloration, a 4 represents a cell controlled by the fourth-order rule (even or odd), and a bold ''R'' represents a location where the fourthorder rule would have applied but the cell is forced to random again in an alternate checkerboard pattern. Note that the fourth-order cells are always specified by at least two nonadjacent cells (see example indicated by arrows). The random insertions also tend to eliminate a role for local luminance integration, since two cells of every adjacent quartet are specified at random ( Table 2) . Three of the four panels in Fig. 8B are such locallyrandom fourth-order textures, while the other one is a true random texture. Having perused the figure to see whether the structure is discriminable, the reader may continue to read the following text to verify which texture has the horizontal strips. (The random texture is the third one.)
One could object that the locally-random textures of Fig. 8B are degraded at long range because half of the pixels in the texture are completely random, and effectively act as a noise mask for the other half of the set of pixels, which contain the fourth-order structure. One way to avoid such masking, and give the visual system a better chance at extracting the long-range structure, is to Table 2 Local disruption of the fourth-order rule by checkerboard randomization Fig. 9 . Discriminability of interlaced Victor patterns. The odd sub-checkerboard components of one even Victor texture (upper right) may be combined with the even sub-checkerboard of a second even Victor texture (lower center) to form a texture with no local fourth-order correlations (lower right). However, the long-range correlations still allow obvious discrimination from random.
interleave two randomly-related Victor textures. The top row of Fig. 9 shows a fourth-order texture decomposed into its odd-and even-checkerboard subcomponents (with the remaining pixel locations set to gray). The lower row of Fig. 9 shows a second Victor texture and its odd-checkerboard component. When interleaved with the even-checkerboard component of the first texture, the result (last panel of the lower row) is a fourthorder texture with local structure eliminated for adjacent pixels but with long-range structure present at half strength for pixel distances of 3 and beyond (i.e., for odd pixel distances).
The interlacing also tends to eliminate a role for local luminance integration, since the single-value quartets are interlaced with the alternate interleave from the other pattern. Despite the absence of local structure, the resulting interleaved fourth-order texture is readily discriminable from random. This configuration therefore confirms that it is possible for the human visual system to pick up fourth-order structure at long range, in what is presumably a true pattern-processing capability, as opposed to the local luminance and colinearity cues that characterize the original fourth-order discrimination performance in the Victor texture.
Note, parenthetically, that the sub-checkerboarding operation of Fig. 9 reveals oblique fourth-order structure embedded within the even fourth-order texture that is reminiscent of the oblique structure seen in the odd fourth-order texture of Fig. 1B . This oblique structure is, however, even fourth-order structure because it corresponds to the even constraint pairing two dark and two light pixels along the obliques. The occurrence of the same oblique structure in the odd fourth-order texture (Fig. 1B) is a further illustration of the even constraints that are generated by the propagation of the odd fourth-order rule, which are eliminated in the local odd rule. It is interesting that the rectangular fourth-order rules generate oblique fourth-order constraints as a byproduct.
Generation of statistically-equated textures
One way to test the relevance of statistical structure is to generate textures whose ensemble statistics do not deviate from random, yet could be discriminable from a purely random texture because the generation rule has local statistical perturbations that cancel over the long range. Such a local nonrandom structure can be achieved by randomly intermixing patches of texture with opposite statistical structure, such as the local even fourth-order textures of Fig. 8A , and their local odd counterparts. The intermixture of opposite local rules means that statistics cumulated for every trio of points in the texture is completely random over the ensemble. The statistics of this fourth-order-balanced ensemble (and the asymptotic statistics of any given sample texture) cannot deviate from random, since the two opposite fourth-order generation rules cancel their effects when applied in equal measure throughout the single texture. The global statistics must be completely balanced because any increased prevalence generated by the even choice within the quartets in the even regions of the texture is counteracted by the odd constraint in the equal-probability odd regions of the texture. Since the local fourth-order textures have no constraints beyond fourth order, balancing the fourth order balances the entire texture.
Yet the generation rule in such fourth-order-balanced textures may still be visible by the local regularities in the pattern. An example of such a balanced texture is shown in Fig. 10 , together with an adjacent random pattern for comparison. Although the odd and even rules are intermixed by random assignment, the fourthorder-balanced texture is still distinguishable from ran- dom. (The fourth-order-balanced texture is on the right.) This discriminability illustrates that visual processing is governed by more than global statistics. Local deviations from a random structure can be distinguished from the background of balanced deviations even though they crop up at random locations through the texture. This discriminability supports the idea developed in the accompanying paper (Tyler, 2004) , that human texture discrimination operates through samples within a local roving window rather than the texture image as a whole. Within this window, the sample may deviate noticeably from random, even though an adjacent sample may show the opposite, or an entirely different, statistical deviation. The local window thus accounts for the discriminability of statistically-balanced textures, and constitutes a key element in any complete theory of human texture discrimination.
Conclusion
In the design of visual textures, it is well-established that fourth-order information (with the first three orders of k-gram statistics equated) allows clear discrimination from random textures. One can ask whether it is the presence in general or the long-range structure of this fourth-order information in particular that makes it visible. Three manipulations that address this question are random strip rotation (Fig. 3) , insertion of alternate random strips (Fig. 5D ) and interlacing of two independent fourth-order textures (Fig. 8) . All three substantially degrade the visibility of the fourth-order textures, revealing that the fourth-order information is conveyed largely by local perturbations from random statistics, because extensive long-range structure is still present in all three cases. Specific manipulations that invert the procedure by removing the long-range structure (Fig. 5C ) confirm that that the short-range structure is still readily visible.
A second approach to higher-order textures equates the statistics up to seventh order. Such eighth-order textures may be obtained by applying the fourth-order algorithm to the orientations of two-pixel bars (Fig. 5) . This approach also has the advantage of eliminating deviations of local luminance statistics that may be responsible for the ready discrimination in the original fourth-order paradigm. Discrimination is nevertheless easy for human observers, showing that local luminance deviations are not required for higher-order texture discrimination. Concatenation of the two approaches allows texture discrimination to be evaluated up to sixteenth and even thirty-second order (Figs. 6 and 7) .
These conclusions imply that statistical approach to texture processing should be interpreted with clear knowledge of basic neurophysiological processing structures in order to avoid misleading analytical conclusions. Mere statistical manipulation of texture structure is a formalism that may shed little light on the nature of visual processing. A similar conclusion was reached by Klein and Tyler (1986) , who pointed out that the very essence of the statistical definition of higherorder textures is violated by any filtering operation on the texture image, even by optical blurring of an image. As soon as the image is blurred, it contains a theoretical infinity of luminance levels, so the statistics of the occurrence of k-grams of particular luminance combinations becomes undefinable. The introduction of fourth-order orientation plaids (Figs. 1 and 5) provides a methodology to solve this problem, by incorporating the statistical manipulation in a feature that is immune to filtering distortions. The eighth-and thirty-second-order discrimination implied by the visibility of the fourthorder and sixteenth-order orientation plaids in Figs. 5 and 7 indicates that human vision encompasses mechanisms for texture discrimination far more sophisticated than previously demonstrated.
A further manipulation completely eliminates any statistical deviation from random. This approach relies on the fact that fourth-order textures come in two complementary flavors--even and odd specification of the fourth-order constraint. By restricting to purely local generation rules, the even and odd statistics may be equated in the two types (Fig. 10) . If textures are constructed of a random mixture of patches with the local even and odd rules, the fourth-order constraint is fully balanced across the texture, and is eliminated in a global statistical sense. This discrimination on the basis of local perturbations fits the view that human vision assesses textures through a local roving window, and is insensitive to longer-range statistical regularities beyond that window size.
